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EXTRAORDINARY PROFITABILITY 
THROUGH PROCESS EXCELLENCE



THE POWER OF INTELLIGENT 
BUSINESS operations

XMPro iBOS

As business operations become increasingly complex, enterprises 
require enhanced business process intelligence at the deepest 
level.  By combining business intelligence with business process 
design tools & technologies, organizations are now able to cre-
ate and deploy ‘smarter’ business processes that not only monitor 
and display information but anticipate the need for decision 
making, and thus supply just the right information to support those 
decisions during real-time operations. This is known as intelligent 
business operations.  As such, decision-making capabilities and 

analytics are embedded into the design of a process and not 
simply added as a reaction to processes that do not work ef-
ficiently. XMPro’s intelligent process technology manages hybrid 
(both structured and unstructured) processes where the need for 
decision-support is an integral part of the business, resulting in 
processes that work smarter and not harder in improving business 
efficiency and performance.  You can analyze the state of ‘op-
erational intelligence’ of your business by mapping your organi-
zation against the iBPMS maturity model developed by XMPro:

XMPro is an Award Winning BPM on the Microsoft Platform,  a the leader in the new iBPMS category of solutions and the only BPM 
delivering strong real-life intelligent business process performance measurement and improvement. The XMPro Suite enables value 
to customers beyond what is commonly defined as workflow. Our technology provides true business performance improvement via 
its Intelligent business decision making (decision support) technologies. XMPro’s Intelligent Case Management, Intelligent ‘next best 
action’ BI solutions allow for extensive improvement within case handling processes and offers ‘design by doing’ through its ‘social 
interactions’ capabilities across a number of platforms, including Mobile. Our tools allow for the development and intelligent manage-
ment of flexible, process-centric applications that produce a wealth of intelligence across both structured and unstructured processes. 

ABOUT XMPRO

Customer reviews @ Microsoft pinpoint
“Unique enterprise offering that helps large enterprises manage both their ‘structured’ and ‘unstructured’ processes. Excellent 
decision-support capabilities through what XMPro calls its built-in 'next best action capabilities.  Outstanding Case Management, 
Workflow, Document Management, BI & predictive analytics and Social Collaboration right out of the box”

To learn more visit pinpoint.microsoft.com/

XMPRO AWARDED
Gartner cool vendor 2012

Organizations are making their business operations more intelligent by integrating analytics, social and mobile technologies into their 
processes and the applications that enable them. Gartner analysts call this approach “intelligent business operations” (IBO), and define it 
the next stage in the evolution of business process management (BPM) programs.  Gartner 2012“

Organizational Readiness

Business Process Status

Where is the data located?

Systems in use

Where is your time spent?

Operational Effectiveness

Governance Profile

Manual Processes

Static

Silos

Manual

Process Focus

People & Knowledge Intensive

Unstructured & Uncontrolled

BPMS / Workflow

Pre-defined / Flow Based

Shared

Automated

Data Focus

Data Analysis Intensive

Structured & Controlled

Intelligent Business Operations

Self-Adjusting with Rules

Interactive

Supportive

Goal & Outcomes Focused

Best Outcomes & Best Practices 

Hybrid [Governance Framework]

where does your
organization

stand?

ANALOGY: MANUAL MAPS ANALOGY:  DIGITAL MAPS ANALOGY: GPS

“
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XMPro iBOS

Our value proposition for your 
organization? A BUSINESS GPS

A business GPS navigation system works for your business in a 
way similar to the way a normal GPS works. With a GPS, the 
driver specifies the destination and the GPS charts the best 
route.  The GPS then tracks the driver’s progress and alerts him to 
upcoming turns.  It the driver deviates from the route, the GPS re-
calibrates and proposes a new best course based on the driver’s 
current position. In comparison, XMPro’s iBOS delivers the same 
type of technology for your business. XMPro iBOS will track and

deliver real-time intelligence to your business in the form of 
intelligent process execution, predictive analytics and decision 
support. The system handles ‘real-time’ transactions and events, 
generating alerts and intelligent ‘next best action’ support when 
events or event-patterns internal or external to your organization 
risk the achievement of sales, profitability or KPI goals. XMPro 
iBOS is able to ‘capture’ emerging inefficiencies and risk.  It thus 
enables ‘course corrections’ by advising on ‘next best action’.

Running your business with xmpro’s 
“next best action” technology

XMPRO IBOS TECHNOLOGY DELIVERS:
Real time Self-adjusting – ‘Next Best Action’

Non-prescriptive decision making & DECISION SUPPORT

Business intelligence & PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS MAKING insights actionable 

UNPARALLELLED ADOPTION through social interaction

MONITORS internal & external environment and advises on CORRECTIVE actions

To learn more visit pinpoint.microsoft.com/

“The XMPro process has substantially increased my productivity as I do not need to open many forms to do the task and also the 
product gives great analytical information. Further the Grids allow me to slice and dice the information in many aspects and it is 
really helpful to understand the data that is represented.”

Customer reviews @ Microsoft pinpoint
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Customer testimonials: Recreational services
“Without XMPro we wouldn’t be able to make the most of new opportunities that come our way… We feel we are now set-up 
for the future, we have flexibility with the approach we have taken.”

To learn more visit xmpro.com/customers/recreational-services/

XMPRO’S INTELLIGENT BUSINESS 
OPERATIONS SERVER - iBOS

XMPro iBOS

XMPro iBOS (Intelligent Business Operations Server) is a next 
generation operations management platform that brings to-
gether all the components of effective business management in 
today’s technology enabled business operations.  Defining and 
developing an Enterprise Architecture is more challenging than 
ever as information is no longer confined to organizational silos 
(business units, departments, geographies). Processes are unstruc-
tured, dynamic and social, but they still need to operate within 
an organizational governance framework.  Business performance 
and process outcomes are more and more reliant on correct 

decision-making & access to information and documentation that 
support the decisions that people are making.  Current stand-
alone business applications work in isolation. XMPro iBOS pro-
vides an enterprise business operations platform that integrates 
people and systems across all business areas and geographies 
(including cloud-based applications) through its unique dynamic 
and integrated “event-based” process management approach.  
XMPro iBOS is configured and managed through XMPro iBPMS, 
the intelligent business process management suite for forward 
thinking organizations.

By incorporating more analytics and other technologies — such as 
complex-event processing, social media and mobile devices — into 
process orchestration, iBPMSs give process participants better real-
time situational awareness and the ability to tailor their responses 
more appropriately to emerging business threats and opportunities. 
Gartner 2012

“

              Processes are more based on 
              business events and how we respond  
              rather than predefined workflows.  In 
              fact, as much as 80% of work is 
              unstructured.

XMPro iBOS Case Management supports 
processes that are case-based or even hybrids 
of the two.

Case Management

               Unstructured does not mean 
               uncontrolled.  Governance require
               ments may impose a structured 
               workflow as a process or part 
               thereof.

XMPro iBOS can simultaneously handle case 
and workflow processes with an in-built Busi-
ness Rules Engine.

Workflow

BI and Predictive Analytics

Document Management

Application Integration Social Collaboration

XMPro iBOS provides a process management platform for:

              Documents are an intrinsic part of 
              operational processes and should be 
              part of the ‘case file’, irrespective of 
              your document management 
              approach.

XMPro iBOS maintains a case file for each 
transaction and supports Microsoft SharePoint 
as well as a broad range of DMS solutions.

             Improve end-user decision-making by 
             embedding Business Intelligence and 
             Predictive Analytics information in 
             each process step.

Further enhance this with Predictive Analytics 
to support ‘Next Best Action’ decisions and 
routing options.

              A range of transactional business 
              systems such as ERP, CRM, LIMS, 
              HCM and bespoke solutions typically 
              support operational processes.

XMPro iBOS provides a built-in integration 
platform that features integration connectors to 
many popular transactional systems

            Social collaboration is a key require
            ment for knowledge style processes.  
            Decisions are often made based on 
            discussions and the insights from it.

XMPro iBOS captures social discussions as part 
of the process audit trail and provides valuable 
insight into the social dynamics of business 
operations.
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To learn more visit xmpro.com/xmpro-ibpms/

“XMPro has allowed us to modify our needs as we’ve grown into the life of the project”

XMPro iBOS

Inside xmpRO’S intelligent 
business process engine

Developed on the Microsoft .NET 4.0 Platform, XMPro enables orga-
nizations to visualize, digitize and optimize sequential and dynamic 
processes in a single solution.   It gives better control to IT, better 
outcomes for business and a better experience for end-users. 

XMPro’s suite of products is designed and built so as to enable 
process management throughout the organization as well as 
across the complete lifecycle of processes within the enterprise.  
It is arranged around XMPro’s 3 key principles.  They are:

NATHAN MORSILLO: FINANCE MANAGER

   VISUALIzE – better control for it

   digitize – better experience for users

Define and understand organizational processes models.

   optimize – better outcomes for business

Turn process models into digital assets that deliver 
consistent and repeatable outcomes.

Use the insight gained from process analytics to improve the 
performance of your goal-driven organizational 

processes.

how xmpro is used
A process can be started from the following activities:  A user-completed XMPro form within Microsoft Outlook, Microsoft SharePoint, Internet 
Browser, Mobile or Tablet Device.  XMPro can initiate a process from a file polling service that monitors a shared file directory.  A process can 
be defined as a Scheduled Process Activity for recurring tasks and/or an email sent to a designated email address, polled by XMPro’s Auto-
mate service from where it initiates a designated activity. With XMPro’s Single Model Multi-Mode (SMMM) technology, the process configuration is 
done once in the XMDesigner and accessed through any of the XMWorkplace continuum of user interfaces.  A manager can access a specific pro-
cess from Microsoft Outlook while a knowledge worker in another area within the organization can access the same date in Microsoft SharePoint. 
 
How does a process start           How do I do it                         Where does it go?                What happens next                     Is it future proof?

Digitize | XMConnect Digitize | XMCloud
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XMPRO’S Ibos server 
At work

XMPro iBOS

XMPro iBOS provides a unique business process management 
platform that is event-based with built-in predictive analytics 
and it is particularly suited to orchestrate processes that require 
integration to other business applications.  The XMWorkspace is a 
continuum for business users to move seamlessly from working 

in Microsoft SharePoint, Microsoft Outlook, web, as well as  across 
mobile devices such as the iPhone, iPad, Symbian devices, (and 
Windows 8) It also includes support for tablet and slate devices.  
The user experience remains the same in each XMWorkspace 
eliminating abrupt changes that impact user adoption.

Customer testimonials: Serco SODEXO DEFENCE SERVICES
“We considered a range of alternatives and conducted a careful vetting process. In the end we selected XMPro based on its 
ability to meet many business challenges in a consistent way”

To learn more visit xmpro.com/featured-customers/serco-sodexo/5



XMPro iBOS

DESIGN PROCESSES WITH 
‘NEXT BEST ACTION’ intelligence

The XMDesigner is the process authoring tool for process 
owners and process analysts. It is used throughout the process 
lifecycle of Visualize, Digitize and Optimize.  The XMDe-
signer is used to define both adaptive, dynamic, event-based 
processes and structured, workflow-based processes. Both 
types of processes are defined and maintained in one place. 

The XMDesigner maintains both process types in the same reposi-
tory and publishes them to the various XMWorkspaces.  It allows 
process owners and analysts to define a process once and use it 
in all the various front ends. XMPro’s Single Model, Multi-Mode 
(SMMM) capability reduces time to deploy and maintain pro-
cesses and reduces Total Cost of Ownership.

To learn more visit xmpro.com/customers/central-land-council/

“XMPro’s Vehicle Bookings is a ‘killer app… Users can’t get enough of it, very intuitive and big productivity benefits for all”
Customer testimonials: CENTRAL LAND COUNCIL
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Keitha turner: director
“We see XMPro as a scalable way to address future processes.”

To learn more visit xmpro.com/xmpro-ibpms/xminsight/

Powerful analysis and 
dashboard 

XMPro iBOS

XMInsight is a powerful Web-based reporting, analysis and 
dashboard framework. It contains preconfigured reports and 
analysis for XMPro and delivers real time views over data and 
processes. It has a rich repository of reports aimed to meet key 
questions for a range of stakeholders, both users and manage-
ment.  XMInsight is an operational tool designed to increase pro-
ductivity to the user. Content can be used to highlight outstand-
ing tasks and to navigate and participate in process activities. 
Intelligent dashboards can give you immediate visibility to your 
activities, show aging, or point to where an activity is and with 
whom. 

XMInsight understands that people work and think differently.   
XMInsight comes loaded with dashboard and report compo-
nents preconfigured to understand and provide visibility on your 
XMPro processes. Each component is designed to address a key 
question or perspective. They provide insight that may uncover or 
highlight an improvement, validate assumptions, and demonstrate 
efficiency, whether its based on the time an activity took, the cost 
of the resource involved, the frequency or pattern of occurrence. 
There are reports by process group, by process, by activity, and 
by users. One can see views at the organizational level, by team 
or by individual.

You can also create new dashboards and add content to suit. XMInsight resides by default in your XMPro homepage. But parts or whole 
can be embedded into a process or into other applications such as SharePoint or accessed directly via a browser. You can even include 
some of the graphs and information in the XMPro forms.“
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To learn more visit xmpro.com/xmpro-ibpms/xmcloud/

“XMPro has raised ‘injury’ visibility.  Everybody sees the KPIs on their home page and management can easily drill down on the 
detail.”

ADAM WILLIAMS: CORPORATE ASSURANCE MANAGER

XMPro iBOS

CLOUD –enabled BUSINESS 
PROCESS MANAGEMENT 

XMCloud is targeted at enterprises and business process out-
sourcers who want to take advantage of a software-as-a-service 
(SAAS) model whilst utilizing the power of their internal integra-
tion and infrastructure. XMCloud delivers to enterprises the ben-
efits of SAAS and platform-as-a-service (PAAS) without the 

limitations, risk or performance concerns of traditional SAAS 
technology. The XMCloud technology has also been designed to 
be remotely managed through the XMDesigner.  XMCloud is cur-
rently available to enterprises as either a Private Process Cloud 
or as a Shared Process Cloud.

turning social into actions
XMPro Social is a tool which enables multiple people to partici-
pate either in the discovery and modeling of processes or as an 
operations management tool which captures “tribal knowledge” 
when specific real-time-processes are under discussion or review.  
It’s a managed repository of ‘social discussions’ and 

‘collaboration’ linked to specific processes, driving adoption 
through enabling a participatory culture for collaborative work.  
In this way, users can ‘step outside’ structured processes and cre-
ate ad-hoc collaboration, and eliminate uncontrolled (unaudited) 
email processes as it includes discussions in the audit trail.

Message

Can we check the past 5 years
please, I remember
something strange a few
years back?
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JOSHUA EVANS: NATIONAL COMMERCIAL MANAGER
“XMPro has become a key enabler for SharePoint for us.”

To learn more visit xmpro.com/xmpro-ibpms/xmconnect/

CONNECTING TO THIRD-PARTY 
APPLICATIONS

XMPro iBOS

XMConnect provides a standardized way for developers to build 
their data from a mash-up of internal and external data sources 
and third party applications so that process consultants can easily 
‘drag-and-drop’ functionality from any data source without the 

need for low-level coding.  XMConnect becomes an ‘integration 
container’, a central repository where code is centrally managed 
to enable a ‘zero code’ business process mapping environment.  
It’s all done through simple drag-and-drop.

XMConnect integrates with a 
number of platforms, interoper-
ate with proprietary technologies 
as well as industry standards, 
support more than 50 database 
and application adapters, and lay 
the foundation for a real-time, 
integrated enterprise.

“

some standard xmconnectors:
For a full list of connectors goto xmpro.com/xmpro-ibpms/xmconnect/

SALESFORCE

SAP

DYNAMICS CRM

DYNAMICS GP

DYNAMICS AX

MS SQL

POSTGRES

MYSQL

OLEDB

SQL LITE

ORACLE

DB2

ODBC

INGRES

MS ACCESS
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To learn more visit xmpro.com/customers/

Find resources, customer testimonials, case studies as well as tools:
Other xmpro resources

XMPro iBOS

xmpro GUIDES YOU CAN 
DOWNLOAD ON XMPRO.COM 

Get it here: xmpro.com/info/aerospace/ Get it here http://xmpro.com/info/finance/

Get it here http://xmpro.com/info/reputation/               request via email: sales@xmpro.com
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UNITED STATES
North America Region
201/4820 30th Avenue South, 
Fargo, ND, 58102
P  (+1) 701 235 2363

AUSTRALIA 
Asia Pacific Region
16/124 Walker Street, 
North Sydney, 2060
P +61  (0) 2 8412 1000

UNITED KINGDOM
Europe Region
5/201 Great Portland Street, 
London, W1W5AB
P  +44 (0) 207 268 9800

SOUTH AFRICA
Africa Region
Block A, Wedgefield Office Park
17 Muswell Road South, Bryanston, 
p: (+27) 11 540 0250
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This publication is designed to provide accurate and authoritative information in regard to the subject matter covered.   It is sold [provided] with the understanding that neither the author nor the publisher is 
engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or other professional service.  If legal advice or other expert assistance is required, the services of a competent professional person should be sought.

Gartner does not endorse any vendor; product or service depicted in its research publications, and does not advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings. Gartner research 
publications consist of the opinions of Gartner’s research organization and should not be construed as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research, 
including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.


